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English 10 
General Anthem Essay Helpful Information 
Fall 2015 
 
Ok, listen.  Like most things in life, writing essays is easy as long as you 
follow the rules.  But meeting the basic requirements is not what we, as 
young writers, strive to do.  We want to be the best.  And in order to be the 
best, we have to make sure that our practice is flawless from start to finish.  
To make our work the best it can be, we must take the following pieces of 
advice into consideration before sitting down to write another essay, five-
paragraph or otherwise.  
 
Rules for Writing From Now On: 
 

1. Thesis: THE LAST SENTENCE OF YOUR INTRODUCTION 
a. This is the most important part of your paper. Make sure it clearly indicates what 

will be proven in your essay. It needs to be clear and concise. It needs to, without 
a doubt, address the prompt/assigned topic. Do not stray. Until you are really 
comfortable with writing thesis statements, do not try and get fancy.  
 

2. Know What a Topic Sentence Does 
a. If a paper has problems, it is frequently the result of a poorly worded thesis or a topic 

sentence that isn’t doing its job.  Remember: the topic sentence gives a general reason 
why the thesis is true.  It starts with a transition.  And it tells what the paragraph will be 
about.  It does NOT provide a specific example from the book; that happens later. 

i. NO: First, in Chapter 2, Equality meets Liberty and then they fall in love. 
ii. YES: First, Equality encounters characters who help him on his journey. 

 
3. Novels are Always Either Underlined or Italicized 

a. Never both, and NEVER in QUOTES. 
i. No: “Anthem” 
ii. YES: Anthem  
iii. YES: Anthem 

 
4. Words You Should Never Use Again: 

a. Really, Truly, Very, Always 
i. These words don’t mean anything.  They are only used to amplify the 

meaninglessness of the words that come before and/or after them.  Instead of 
using these words, consider the word or phrase you’re trying to salvage (by 
using very, really, or truly) and revise that word or phrase.  Very angry?  What 
about livid? Very messy?  What about tumultuous? Really poor?  What about 
destitute? Truly honest?  As opposed to sort-of honest?  Why not just honest?  
You get the picture.     

b. In Reality 
i. As opposed to some other world the reader occupies while reading a book?  

This phrase crops up when writers want to shift analysis from the world of the 
text to the world of the reader.  While this kind of thinking is perfectly fine, 
consider talking about the reader’s understanding of the passage as opposed to 
other characters’ perceptions.  You’ll be fine. 

c. Most People 
i. Generalizations almost always equal paper suicide.  No one, and I mean NO 

ONE, knows who you’re talking about here.  Are you talking about your Aunt 
Wilma?  Are you including my Aunt Wilma?  Maybe the guy across the street?  
The President?  Specificity please. Instead of a sentence like “Most people think 
that…” consider something else, like, “The reader is encouraged to believe…”   
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ii. This is also like using “you.” Second person should be avoided 
whenever and wherever possible in formal writing. Who‟s „you‟? 
 

5. Everyday v. Every Day 
a. This is a commonly made mistake.  Please note the distinctions between these two 

words: 
i. Every day (two words): This suggests that an action occurs, quite literally, 

every single day.   
Ex: Jim liked to read his book every day before going to work. 
 

ii. Everyday (one word): This suggests that something is common.  
Ex: He identified with them; they were everday people.   
Ex: Myrtle wore an old, everyday dress; she didn’t like to stand out. 
 

6. How to Use a Semicolon 
a. You must have an independent clause on both sides.  If you don’t, then don’t use a 

semicolon. 
i. I like to read; I also like to write. 
ii. Anthem is not the fillet of Rand’s work; she has topped its literary achievement. 

b. You can also use a semicolon when you write about items in a series with commas that 
separate portions of the descriptions.  

i. I can’t wait to read Julius Caesar, that play by William Shakespeare where there’s 
all that betrayal; Raisin in the Sun, by Lorraine Hansberry; and Catcher in the Rye, 
the book by the guy who lived as a hermit. 
 

7. Qualify Pronouns: It = What? 
a. If you spend much of one body paragraph analyzing Equality, and then you switch 

paragraphs, you must make sure to mention his name again in the following paragraph 
before using pronouns in place.  For example, if your topic sentence reads something 
like “Secondly, he is a hero because he is the only one brave enough to leave,” you’ve 
not paid attention to this rule.  Once you mention the character’s name in a paragraph, 
the rest of the paragraph is A-OK to use pronouns.  Change paragraphs, and you have 
to specify again.  Make sense?  
 

8. Vary sentence structure within paragraphs for a more engaging read 
9. Introduce Important Terms and Characters 
10. Analysis Should Not Be Based on Hypothetical Situations 
11. A Lot will ALWAYS be Two Words 

a. There are NO EXCEPTIONS TO THIS RULE (caps = yelling).   If you are ever going 
to say a lot, it MUST be two words.  Keeping this in mind, a lot, like many of the words 
mentioned in Pt #1, is boring and can probably be replaced by a more exciting, far less 
common expression. 
 

12. Writing About Novels Always Happens in the Present Tense 
13. 3 Part Thesis 

a. The 3-part thesis is a safety mechanism to ensure the writer doesn’t lose focus 
throughout the paper.  Using it seems on par with pulling up to your friend’s house in a 
brand new Camaro that also has training wheels bolted to the back bumper.  If we’re 
precise about the flow of our writing, the 3-part thesis seems antiquated and clunky.  If 
ACT says that either a 1-part or 3-part thesis is OK (and they do), let’s all decide to stick 
with the 1-part.  You’ll never go back again.  
 

14. Book Titles: Once is Enough (Most of the Time) 
a. If you mention the title and author in your introduction, simply referring to it as “the 

novel” or “the text” in later body paragraphs is OK.  Writing out the entire title every 
time you want to talk about the book is unnecessary.   


